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3D information is extremely important for applications
related to artificial intelligence, especially when robots are
used to understand its surrounding environments. For the
robots to navigate in a certain area, collision avoiding and path
planning abilities are necessary. The navigation is successful,
only if obstacles and empty spaces can be accurately detected
by the robot. This can be made possible by extracting the 3D
information from sensors. Humans always perceive the world
in 3D by using a deliberate stereo vision system. However, for
computer, it becomes a very difficult task. During the recent
years, researchers have made significant progress and obtained
comprehensive outcomes, such as depth maps and 3D point
cloud [1][2][3].
Using stereovision camera or depth camera to create
depth images are the most widely used methods for 3D
mapping. Stereo vision cameras, depth cameras and LIDAR
sensors are all able to reconstruct the 3D information
effectively, but there are limitations as well. Typical depth
camera such as Kinect is not able to operate outdoor,
especially when the sunlight is strong. LIDAR is often too
large to be mounted on small devices, and it is also relatively
expensive. Stereo vision cameras need more hardware
resources compared to using single camera. Moreover, most of
the existing videos were recorded using single cameras.
Consequently these videos cannot be directly used for 3D
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mapping. Therefore, the environment needs to be
reconstructed from videos taken by single cameras.
This paper focuses only on mapping the environment
using video clips taken by single regular camera. There are a
number of similar research works that use single camera to
extract 3D information. Noah Snavely [2] presented an
application that is able to build a point cloud representation
based on huge amount of photos of the same area, taken by
different cameras. Researchers from Microsoft [4] came up
with an application that can stabilize time lapse video by
estimating the locations and poses of camera, and further
virtually rerouting the camera and stabilize the video. Bao’s
team [1] successfully extracted the semantic information by
recognizing certain key objects and estimating their relative
location.

3D Mapping

Abstract—With the improvements in sensor technologies and
image processing algorithms, computer vision has become a
major tool for robots to recognize and gauge their surroundings.
For instance, the Kinect sensor can be used as an excellent depth
camera for indoor navigation. However, there exist situations
that need recognition and spatial interpretation of the
environment using limited hardware resources. The Kinect is not
suitable for outdoor use while LIDAR is too large and expensive
to be installed on an autonomous miniature surveillance drone.
Therefore, the use of a single camera is the only feasible option
for many embedded applications. Hence, this paper examines
different Structure from Motion (SfM) implementations, and
focus on methods that require only one camera to perform an
efficient 3D mapping of a scene.
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Figure 1. Work flow of 3D mapping using a single camera

To achieve the goal of 3D reconstruction using single
camera, we used an AR drone from Parrot as a reference. The
camera on the drone is used to perform 3D reconstruction by
recording video while the drone is flying around our research
laboratory. Figure 2 shows the major steps involved in
reconstruction of 3D mapping. The first step is pre-processing
of the acquired video which includes extraction of frames
from the video and rectifying the image to compensate the
lens distortion. This process is discussed in Section II. Once a
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new frame is rectified and cropped, it proceeds to perform
feature match process (Section III). Feature points are located,
and matched with previously processed frames. Finally, the
motion of camera is estimated according to matched feature
points, and a point cloud representation is created as well.
II.

where
(5)

IMAGE DISTORTION COMPENSATION

The first step in 3D mapping is to place the camera on the
drone for properly generating images. In this paper, a wideangle camera is available and used as the only sensor on the
drone. Wide-angle camera provides wider visual area, which
is very helpful for navigation and 3D reconstruction.
However, wide-angle also brings significant distortions on
images. Such distortion will affect the accuracy of feature
matching and 3D mapping. To compensate the distortion, the
wide angle camera must be calibrated.
A typical camera can be modeled as pinhole [5]. As
described in pinhole model, an ideal camera should have no
distortion: the projection from real world coordinate (shown as
M in equation 1) to camera plane coordinate (shown as m).
Such process can be interpreted by equation 1. As shown in
equation 1, s is an arbitrary scale factor that helps to balance
the equation. A represents the intrinsic camera matrices, and
[R|t] is the extrinsic matrix, which represents the rotation and
translation of the camera. Equation 2 illustrates the
information carried by the intrinsic matrix A and extrinsic
matrix [R|t]. This is the ideal form of pinhole projection,
which is without distortion. Hence in intrinsic matrix A, there
and , which represent the focal length in
are only
horizontal and vertical directions respectively,
and
(principal points of the image) represent the center of the
images, since the images are not cropped.
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Equation 1 and equation 2 represent the ideal case of
projection from real world 3D coordinate to 2D camera plane.
Such projection can actually be broken into 2 sub-projecting
processes; one is the projection from 3D real world coordinate
to 3D camera coordinate, as shown in equation 3, and the
other is from 3D camera coordinate to 2D camera plane.
Distortion happens during the second projection.
(3)

In ideal pinhole model, the projection from 3D camera
coordinate to the camera plane is free of distortion. This
projection can be interpreted as equation 4.

When radial distortion and tangential distortion are
considered, the projection from 3D camera coordinate to
camera plane becomes more complicated. As shown in
to
and
to
equation 6, additional coefficients (
which define the radial and tangential distortion respectively)
are added to the projection due to the distortion. The
calibration process aims to find these coefficients. By reprojecting each one of the captured images, distortion can be
compensated, which allows generation of an accurate 3D
mapping.
1
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The intrinsic matrix is determined by the optical features
of the camera lenses, which means that when the technical
specification of a camera is known, the distortion coefficients
can be calculated. Certain applications [2] use the Exif
(Exchangeable image file format) tag, containing the
information about the lens of the camera, to rectify the
distorted images. The drone used for our experiment had
unknown camera technical specification. Therefore, we had to
determine the intrinsic matrix A using chessboard calibration.
In this calibration process, a chessboard was used as a
reference. Corners that connect squares with the same color
are used as feature points. Once the feature points are located
in the different images, maximum likelihood estimation, as
introduced by Z.Zhang [5], is performed to determine the
intrinsic matrix.
III.

FEATURE POINT DETECTOR

One of the most challenging aspects of performing 3D
mapping using single camera is to find out matched points
through images. Once matched points are identified in
different images, two-view or multi-view geometry calculation
can be conducted. Furthermore, the 3D location of each
feature points can be determined. With the location of feature
points determined, the point of cloud can be created.
It is easy for humans to identify the same point or object
from different images, however, it is difficult for robots to
perform such operations. The challenge in performing multiview geometry computation is to identify and match feature
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points across images as mentioned earlier. In multi-view
geometry, the movement of the camera, which is shown in the
form of the camera extrinsic matrix, can only be determined
once enough matching feature points are identified. To
overcome the misperception created by translation and
rotation of camera, which will result in failure of matching,
scale and rotation invariant feature points algorithm need to be
adopted. One of these methods is introduced by David G.
Lowe [6], which is called the SIFT algorithm, for ScaleInvariant Feature Transform.
Compared to Harris corner detection which is only
translation and rotation invariant, SIFT is also scale invariant.
Each feature point detected by the SIFT algorithm stores
information including the location where the feature point is
detected, as well as the scale information. The orientation and
descriptor are determined or assigned after the feature point is
located. Scale invariant detector is pivotal to 3D mapping via
flying drone, since in most cases, camera on drone are aiming
the same direction, which enlarges or scale up objects in front
of the drone.
When detecting feature points using SIFT, the first step is
using difference of Gaussian to approximately locate potential
feature points. To be more specific, each image will be
convolved with a Gaussian kernel multiple times. During each
convolution, a Gaussian kernel with different deviation will be
applied. Difference of Gaussian or DoG will be then
performed between each of two consecutive convolved
images. By down sampling the image, a new octave is created.
The new octave will then be convolved with the same
Gaussian kernels and the DoG is generated as for the first
octave. This process is shown in Figure 2, where the DoG
processes are conducted on two different octaves (Original
photo is shown as first octave and resized photo is shown as
next octave).

for feature point will be found among the DoG images that
have largest value compared to its8 neighbor pixels from same
scale, as well as 18 pixels from its consecutive scales. The
orientation of each feature point is assigned relative to its
neighbor pixels. The gradient magnitude, m(x, y) of each
feature point is calculated as shown in equation 6.
The orientation is calculated using equation 7. These
orientations and magnitudes are initial values, since the
orientation is still relative to the image which is not rotation
invariant. After each of the key points has been assigned a
magnitude and orientation, its neighbor will be split into 64
regions. These 8 by 8 regions are combined together to form a
2 by 2 region. Each region has its magnitude and orientation
weighted by a Gaussian kernel. The descriptor of each feature
point is a vector containing magnitude and orientation
information of all 4 neighboring regions. Such process is
illustrated in Figure 3. The matching process is based on the
descriptor using the nearest neighborhood.

Figure 4. Illustration of descriptor of SIFT feature point [6]

IV.

3D MAPPING

Motion estimation or mapping is the final stage of the
overall process. This process highly relies on multi-view
geometry. Multi-view geometry helps to calculate the rotation
and translation, which is represented by the extrinsic matrix of
the camera for each frame. As shown in Figure 4, there are 3
different photos taken by the same camera at different
and . is
locations , and with different poses ,
a keypoint in real world, which is projected on photos taken at
locations 1 to 3. Each projection is shown on camera planes as
,
and .

Figure 3. Illustration of DoG[6] between different scales in each
octave

The DoG process is a close approximation to the scalenormalized Laplacian of Gaussian, which can detect edges
correctly. Edges detected using different Gaussian kernels will
have edges and noise with different strength. The candidates

Figure 5. Illustration of multi-view geometry
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Once a pair of projections from a keypointt is known, the
fundamental matrix can be estimated using eequation 8. To
achieve an estimation, multiple points should bbe chosen and
the matrix that gives smallest geometric error is determined, as
shown in equation 9 [7].
0
min

||

(8)

||

(a) Original image
(9)

(b) DoG between σ=3×1.6 and
σ=2×1.6

Once the fundamental matrix is found, esseential matrix E
can be calculated as:
(10)

At this point, it is possible to do the reveerse projection
using equation 1. Since the intrinsic and extrinssic matrices of
the camera are known, M location of points in real world can
be calculated by using m as input.
V.

RESULTS

In this study, we have implemented and ttested some of
the algorithms mentioned in previous sections of this paper.
The first experiment conducted is imaage distortion
compensation. A set of photos were taken byy the drone in
front of a chessboard pattern with multiplee orientations.
During such experiments, we discovered that thhe chess board
must be held perfectly flat on a surface; othherwise it will
generate an incorrect camera intrinsic matrix. To overcome
this, we used a tablet displaying the image off a chessboard.
Figure 5a shows one frame from the original video, compared
with one frame from the calibrated video as shhown in Figure
5b. The difference is obvious: in the case of the non-calibrated
video, all doors and walls are appearing with straight lines.
However, the calibrated video appears to be strretched toward
the four corners, which create blank areas (shoown as black).
Such blank areas contain no information, therrefore must be
removed to improve computational efficciency, while
performing feature point detection.

(a) Original video
(b) Calibraated video
Figure 6: Camera calibration

(c) DoG between σ=2×1.6 and
(d) DoG between σ=3×1.6 and
σ=1.6
σ=2×1.6
ng Difference of Gaussian
Figure 7: Edge detection usin

The feature point candidates are found in Figure 7a.
Figures 7b, 7c and 7d show locaal extremas found at different
scales. By down sampling the image,
i
keypoints at different
scale can be located.

(a) Original image

(b)Original sample rate

(c) 50% down sample
(d) 25% down sample
dates from first view point
Figure 8: Feature point candid

Figure 8a is a photo taken with
w different angle. Similar to
Figure 7, feature point candidaates are found in Figure 8a.
Figures 8b, 8c and 8d show locaal extremas found at different
scales.
ocated by the algorithm we
Using the feature points lo
implemented, the reconstruction of
o the component drawer was
conducted using Matlab script and code provided by Jianxiong
Xiao [6], which can map the feaature points in 3D space and
further render these points with co
orrect color.

Figure 6 shows the result of edge detecttion using the
Difference of Gaussian method. The brightnesss of the white
lines indicates the strength of edges. Once the edge detection
is completed, the local extremas will be found as candidates of
feature points, as shown in Figure 7.
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(a) Original image

(b) Original sample rate

(c) 50% down sample
(d) 25% down sample
Figure 8: Feature point candidates from second view point

VI.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates the ability of 3D mapping for
motion estimation. The proposed method is capable of
extracting 3D information from videos taken by single cameras
accurately. The process of 3D mapping is computationally
heavy. This can be resolved by implementing the 3D mapping
algorithm on FPGA platforms. With better computational
performance, the drone can perform 3D mapping at real-time
rate or achieve path planning. Hence the drone can capture
video of objects and reconstruct their 3D model automatically.
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